E ring dust sources: Implications from Cassini’s dust measurements
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Abstract

The Enceladus flybys of the Cassini spacecraft are changing our understanding of the origin and sustainment of Saturn’s E ring. Surprisingly, beyond the widely accepted dust production caused by micrometeoroid impacts onto the atmosphereless satellites (the impactor-ejecta process), geophysical activities have been detected at the south pole of Enceladus, providing an additional, efficient dust source. The dust detector data obtained during the flyby E11 are used to identify the amount of dust produced in the impactor-ejecta process and to improve related modeling [Spahn, F., Schmidt, J., Albers, N., Hörning, M., Makuch, M., Seiß, M., Kempf, S., Srama, R., Dikarev, V.V., Helfert, S., Moragas-Klostermeyer, G., Krivov, A.V., Sremčević, M., Tuzzolino, A., Economou, T., Grün, E., 2006. Cassini dust measurements at Enceladus: implications for Saturn’s E ring. Science, in press]. With this, we estimate the impact-generated dust contributions of the other E ring satellites and find significant differences in the dust ejection efficiency by two projectile families—the E ring particles (ERPs) and the interplanetary dust particles (IDPs). Together with the Enceladus south-pole source, the ERP impacts play a crucial role in the inner region, whereas the IDP impacts dominate the particle production in the outer E ring, possibly accounting for its large radial extent. Our results can be verified in future Cassini flybys of the E ring satellites. In this way poorly known parameters of the dust particle production in hypervelocity impacts can be constrained by comparison of the data and theory.
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1. Introduction

The E ring of Saturn extends from the orbit of the moon Mimas at 3 Saturnian radii ($R_b = 60,268$ km) to Titan at $21R_b$. It consists of icy dust grains of sizes \( \approx 0.3, \ldots, 3 \) μm in radius (Nicholson et al., 1996). The balance between the particle creation at Enceladus and to a lesser degree at the other satellites embedded in the E ring, and their annihilation in impacts on the same bodies and Saturn’s A ring is responsible for the maintenance of this large dust complex. The particle creation process as well as their dynamics constrain the relatively narrow size range of particles that can stay in the ring (Showalter et al., 1991; Horányi et al., 1992).

Ejection of material by impacting projectiles (hereafter impactor-ejecta process) has been considered to be the most efficient process able to lift off particles into orbit around Saturn. The major impactor families are E ring particles (hereafter ERPs) and interplanetary dust particles (henceforth IDPs). However, it has not been clear which of both impactor types dominates the ring material supply. Hamilton and Burns (1994) discussed a self-sustainment of the E ring, but there are energetic arguments in favor of an additional support by IDP-projectile ejecta. Different IDP populations have been studied by Colwell (1993). His results have been used to predict the outcome of measurements of the cosmic dust analyzer (CDA) and to...
discriminate between different impactor populations—the ERPs and IDPs (Spahn et al., 1999).

The view on the balance of the E ring matter has changed drastically when recently the high-rate detector (HRD) of the CDA uncovered an additional, efficient dust source near the south pole during the flyby E11 of the Cassini spacecraft with Enceladus on July 14th, 2005. A suite of Cassini experiments, infrared instruments (CIRS, VIMS), the neutral mass spectrometer (INMS), the magnetospheric imaging instrument (MIMI), the ultraviolet imaging spectrometer (UVIS), and the Cassini cameras (ISS), provided hints for geophysical activities at the south pole of Enceladus. The HRD has also registered at least five times more dust originating at the south pole than motes released in an impactor-ejecta process (Spahn et al., 2006). This region of the satellite is characterized by unusually high temperatures (>90 K compared to 70 K expected by solar irradiation) measured by CIRS and VIMS (Brown et al., 2006; Spencer et al., 2006), and clear signs of a geophysically active surface, the so-called “tiger-stripes”, detected by the Cassini cameras—showing locally even higher temperatures >100 K. The data of ISS, UVIS, MIMI and INMS (Porco et al., 2006; Hansen et al., 2006; Jones et al., 2006; Waite Jr. et al., 2006) have found neutral gas escaping Enceladus’ south pole.

In this paper, we investigate the dust production at all E ring satellites based on the results of the HRD/CDA measurements near Enceladus obtained during the E11 flyby (Spahn et al., 2006). The impactor-ejecta contribution of dust at Enceladus found with these measurements is used to calculate the impact-ejecta generated dust production at the satellites Mimas, Tethys, Dione and Rhea. For this purpose, it is reasonable to assume that the dust production at these moons is dominated by the impactor-ejecta process. With this assumption the efficiencies of the dust ejection by the different impactor families—ERPs or IDPs—are estimated. If there were significant differences in the related dust productions, future Cassini flybys of these satellites would allow us to distinguish between the dust contributions caused by IDPs and ERPs, so that their role in sustaining the E ring can be judged.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the physics of the impactor-ejecta process, driven by the different impactor families, is summarized. Dust contributions coming from different E ring satellites are derived and discussed in Section 3. Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2. Sources of E ring dust

The dust production processes at source satellites in the E ring provide the initial conditions for the dust particle dynamics governing the subsequent “life” of the dusty motes until they hit sinks—often their own sources, or the main rings. The balance between creation and removal of dust as well as the dynamical evolution of the grains between their “birth” and “death” determine largely the appearance of a dust ring. The major goal of this paper is to evaluate the dust production at the satellites embedded in the E ring based upon recent results of the Cassini mission at Saturn.

Observations (Showalter et al., 1991) and dynamical studies (Horányi et al., 1992) have convincingly pointed to Enceladus as the main source of the E ring of Saturn. The dust measurements performed during the flyby E11 of Cassini with Saturn on July 14, 2005, revealed that at least 85% of the grains are generated near Enceladus’ south pole (Spahn et al., 2006), in geophysical processes (see Fig. 3). The remaining 15% of the dust rate detected by the HRD pose an upper limit on the dust creation rate in the impactor-ejecta process at Enceladus. It is plausible to assume that the impactor-ejecta process is also active at all other E ring satellites. In this paper we estimate the relative contributions of the dust production by the two projectile families at these satellites. To this aim in the following subsection we briefly summarize the physics of the impactor-ejecta mechanism.

2.1. The impactor-ejecta process

A common process of dust creation in the solar system is hypervelocity impacts of micrometeoroids onto surfaces of atmosphereless bodies—planets, asteroids, comets, satellites, ring particles, etc. Fig. 1 illustrates this mechanism schematically. A hypervelocity projectile may release considerably more material than its own mass. This cosmic erosion gave rise to speculations about the existence of dust rings around Mars (Soter, 1971), which still escape their discovery (see Showalter et al., 1991; Krivov et al., 2003; Makuch et al., 2006). Furthermore, such impacts play a major role in creating and sustaining circumplanetary dust rings (Hamilton and Burns, 1994; Showalter, 1998) and also dust clouds enveloping planetary satellites lacking a gas atmosphere (Krivov et al., 2003; Sremčević et al., 2003).

A quantitative description of the impactor-ejecta mechanism from first physical principles is complicated.
Therefore, the following argumentation is mainly based on experimental data (Koschny and Grün, 2001) or dimensional analyses (Housen et al., 1983; Housen, 1991) reviewed in detail by Krivov et al. (2003). We recapitulate the most important relations characterizing the impactor-ejecta process, specified for Enceladus so that their validity can be judged with the Cassini HRD data. Then, we focus on the spatial dependencies of these relations in order to apply them to the other E ring moons.

Essential for the efficiency of cosmic erosion is the mass flux of the impacting projectiles defined as

\[ F_{\text{imp}} = (m_{\text{imp}}) n_{\text{imp}}(r)(v_{\text{imp}})(r), \]

with the mass of the impactors \( m_{\text{imp}} \), the related number density \( n_{\text{imp}}(r) \) and impact velocity \( (v_{\text{imp}})(r) \) at the target satellite \( r \). The mass production rate caused by the impacting projectiles is then defined by

\[ M^+ = F_{\text{imp}} Y S, \]

with the cross section of the source satellite \( S = \pi R^2 \). The yield \( Y \) is the fraction of the ejected mass to that of the projectile (IDP, ERP). Laboratory experiments (Koschny and Grün, 2001) suggest the relation (in SI units)

\[ Y = 2.64 \times 10^{-5} m_{\text{imp}}^{-0.23} v_{\text{imp}}^{2.46}, \]

for icy surfaces. This choice of yield \( Y \) assumes similar surface properties. We assume a power law for the cumulative size distribution in order to obtain the total number of ejected particles larger than a certain radius \( s \)

\[ N^+(s,r) = \frac{3 - \gamma}{\gamma} F_{\text{imp}} Y S \left( \frac{s_{\text{max}}}{s} \right)^{\gamma}, \]

as a function of the distance \( r \) from Saturn. For the mass distribution index \( \gamma \) we choose \( \gamma = 12/5 \) (Krivov et al., 2003), but different values have been applied as e.g. \( \gamma = 2.1 \) at Enceladus (Juhász and Horányi, 2002). The parameters \( s_{\text{max}} \) and thus \( m_{\text{max}} \) are radii and masses characteristic for the impactor’s family. The velocities of the \( N^+ \) particles are distributed according to a power law (Krivov et al., 2003)

\[ f_v = \frac{\beta - 1}{v_0} \left( \frac{v}{v_0} \right)^{-\beta} \Theta[v - v_0], \]

with the normalization

\[ \int_0^\infty f_v(v) = 1, \]

where \( \Theta(x) \) denotes the Heaviside function. The slope of the velocity distribution lies in the range \( \beta \in (2, 3) \), where \( \beta \approx 2 \) is suitable for regolith and the steeper slope \( (\beta \approx 3) \) applies to solid surfaces.

The parameter \( v_0 \) ensures the convergence of the integral and is, together with the yield \( Y \), source of rather large uncertainties of \( N^+ \). Both values, \( v_0 \) and \( Y \), depend on each other according to

\[ \frac{K_e}{K_i} = Y \left( \frac{v_0}{v_{\text{imp}}} \right)^2 \left( \frac{v_0}{v_{\text{max}}} \right)^{\beta - 3} \left( v_{\text{max}} - 1 \right) \]

for \( \beta \neq 3 \). The ratio \( K_e/K_i \) between the kinetic energies of the ejecta \( K_e \) and the impactors \( K_i \), respectively, depends on the mean impact speeds and projectile masses. For instance, one obtains for the IDPs \( K_e/K_i \approx 0.3 \) and for the E ring impactors \( K_e/K_i < 0.05 \) (Krivov et al., 2003).

The three-body escape velocity of the source moon of radius \( R \) and mass \( M \) is

\[ v_{\text{esc}} = \left( \frac{2GM}{R - \frac{1}{h_{\text{Hill}}}} \right)^{1/2}, \]

where \( h_{\text{Hill}} = r \sqrt{M/3(M_h + M)} \) denotes the radius of the moon’s Hill sphere with Saturn’s mass \( M_h \). Now we can calculate the fraction

\[ N^+(s,r) = (v_0/v_{\text{esc}})^{\beta - 1} N^+(s,r) \]

of ejecta having velocities larger than the three-body escape velocity, i.e. providing an estimate for the efficiency of the dust source located at the distance \( r \) from Saturn. Similarly, the total mass rate of escaping particles is

\[ M^+(s,r) = (v_0/v_{\text{esc}})^{\beta - 1} M^+(s,r) \]

To account for anisotropies of ejection efficiency the distribution (9) can be folded with an angular distribution of positions on the satellite surface (Sremčević et al., 2003). In this way it is possible to simulate isolated dust sources, which has, for example, led to the identification of the south-pole source at Enceladus in the CDA data (Spahn et al., 2006).

In the following we will estimate the respective \( N^+(r) \) for the IDPs and ERPs. While for the IDPs the dependence of \( N^+ \) on radial distance from Saturn is caused by the varying strength of gravitational focusing by the planet, the production rate of particles in impacts of ERPs varies strongly with the projectile density, and thus, a model of the whole ring is necessary in order to estimate \( N^+ \) for the ERPs. These differences in the dust production efficiencies should be detectable with the CDA in future flybys of Cassini at E ring moons.

2.2. Interplanetary dust projectiles—IDPs

The mass flux of IDPs at Saturn (Divine, 1993)

\[ F_{\text{imp}}^{(\infty)} = 1.8 \times 10^{-16} \text{kg m}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \]

and its corresponding velocity relative to Saturn

\[ v_{\text{imp}}^{(\infty)} = 9.5 \text{ km s}^{-1} \]

are modified by the gravity of Saturn in its vicinity. The index \( \infty \) indicates quantities far from Saturn but at the same distance from the Sun. Using the two-body energy integral and the dust production rate at one of the moons, e.g. at Enceladus (\( r = r_E \)), one can derive the \( r \)-dependence of the dust production rate (Krivov et al., 2003, and
of grains larger in radius than \( s \) ejected in impacts of IDPs, with the normalized particle flux accounting for the gravitational focusing\(^1\)

\[
\begin{align*}
 f_{\text{imp}}(r) = & \sqrt{1 + \frac{2GM_h}{r v_{\text{imp}}^2}} \times \\
 & \left( \frac{1 + \frac{2GM_h}{r v_{\text{imp}}^2}}{1 + \frac{2GM_h}{r v_{\text{imp}}^2}} \right) \left( 1 + \frac{2GM_h}{R_h(v_{\infty, \text{imp}})^2} \right), \\
& + \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{1 + \frac{2GM_h}{r v_{\text{imp}}^2} \left( \frac{R_h}{r} \right)^2} \left( 1 + \frac{2GM_h}{R_h(v_{\infty, \text{imp}})^2} \right).
\end{align*}
\]

Here, the equatorial radius of Saturn is labeled by \( R_h \). The cumulative rate near Enceladus is found to be

\[
N_{\text{IDP}}^\infty(\beta > r_E) = 3.6 \times 10^{12} \left( \frac{s}{1 \mu m} \right)^{-7} \text{(s)}^{-1},
\]

where \( m_{\text{imp}} = 10^{-5} \text{kg} \) (corresponding to approx. \( s_{\text{imp}} = 100 \mu \text{m} \)), \( m_{\text{max}} \approx m_{\text{imp}} \), and the resulting yield according to Eq. (3) of \( Y = 1.5 \times 10^5 \) has been applied. With this, relation (9), where \( v_0(\beta = 2) = 2.7 \text{ms}^{-1} \) and \( v_0(\beta = 3) = 29.9 \text{ms}^{-1} \), yields the cumulative number of grains with radii larger than \( s \) and velocities \( v > v_{\text{esc},E} = 206.5 \text{ms}^{-1} \) which escape Enceladus and contribute to the ring:

\[
N_{\text{IDP}}^\infty(\beta > r_E) \approx \begin{cases} 4.9 \times 10^{10} \left( \frac{s}{1 \mu m} \right)^{-7} \text{(s)}^{-1} \text{ for } \beta = 2, \\
7.7 \times 10^{10} \left( \frac{s}{1 \mu m} \right)^{-7} \text{(s)}^{-1} \text{ for } \beta = 3. 
\end{cases}
\]

Numerical values of \( N_{\text{IDP}}^\infty \) have probably an order of magnitude or more uncertainty (Krivov et al., 2003). A comparison of the model predictions and Galileo measurements at Galilean satellites indicated that corresponding \( N_{\text{IDP}}^\infty \) for Callisto, Europa, and Ganymede were systematically overestimated by a factor of 2–3 (Sremčević et al., 2005).

If the numbers (15) or (16), respectively, and the corresponding yield \( Y \), could be specified by Cassini observations, Eqs. (9)–(13) are suitable to estimate the dust production by IDP impacts at the other E ring satellites. With these relations the number of particles (with radii larger than \( s \)) which may escape the gravity of the moon is

\[
\frac{N_{\text{IDP}}^\infty(\beta > v_{\text{esc},E}^\infty, \beta > r_E)}{N_{\text{IDP}}^\infty(\beta > v_{\text{esc}}^\infty, \beta > r_E)} = \left( \frac{\left( \frac{v_0(\beta > v_{\text{esc},E}^\infty) \text{imp}}{v_0(\beta > v_{\text{esc},E}^\infty) \text{imp}} \right)^{\beta-1} f_{\text{imp}}(r_E) R_h^2 Y_M}{f_{\text{imp}}(r_E) R_h^2 Y_E} \right),
\]

where the escape velocity of the satellite is denoted by \( v_{\text{esc}}^\infty \).

2.3. E ring impactors—ERPs

In addition to the IDP projectiles we need to estimate the mass flux of E ring impactors \( F_{\text{imp}}(r) = (m_{\text{imp}}) n_{\text{imp}}(r) \langle v_{\text{imp}}(r) \rangle \) as a function of distance from Saturn \( r \) in the equatorial plane. To this end, we need a model for the configuration of particles in the E ring. For simplicity, we employ results from the modeling of Voyager observations derived by Showalter et al. (1991) (see also Juha´sz and Horányi, 2002)

\[
n_{\text{imp}}(r) = n_{\text{imp}}(r_E) \langle H(r_E) \rangle \left( \frac{r}{r_E} \right)^{15} \text{ for } r < r_E,
\]

\[
\langle v_{\text{imp}} \rangle \approx \langle v \rangle K(r_M) \text{ with } v_K(r_M) = \sqrt{\frac{GM_h}{r_M}},
\]

with the particle number density near Enceladus \( n_{\text{imp}}(r_E) \approx 1 \text{m}^{-3} \) and the mean vertical width \( \langle H \rangle(r_E) \approx 8 \times 10^3 \text{km} \) up to about \( \langle H \rangle \approx 2 \times 10^4 \text{km} \) near Rhea. For the mean impact speed we assume that \( s \approx 0.65 \mu \text{m} \) E ring motes coming from Enceladus quickly develop large eccentricities, until they are absorbed by the A ring or the E ring moons after only a few years. Then, following Hamilton and Burns (1994), the mean impact velocity with the E ring satellites can be estimated as

The applicability of Eq. (19) is discussed in this paragraph using data from a simulation (Fig. 2). The evolution of one particle launched at Enceladus is simulated for two Saturnian years, subject to gravitational, electromagnetic and radiation forces which are plausible for the E-ring region (Horányi et al., 1992). The equilibrium potential of the particle is assumed to follow a form suggested by recent Cassini data (Kempf et al., 2006; Wahlund et al., 2005), ranging from about \(-2\) to \(-3 \text{V} \) between 3 to 4\( R_h \) with a transition to positive values between 6 and 8\( R_h \) to an approximately constant value of about \(+5 \text{V} \) outside 10\( R_h \). In this case, particles of a radius near 0.65 \mu m most rapidly develop eccentricities as high as 0.6–0.7. The lower left panel in the figure shows the relative velocity \( v_{\text{rel}} \) of the dust particle in the simulation with respect to the velocity of a circular Keplerian orbit (labeled in the plot by \( v_K \)) at the instantaneous radial position \( r \) (stored equidistantly in time) of the particle. When plotted vs the instantaneous eccentricities of the particle the linear
trend of Eq. (19) is clearly visible. The lower right panel of Fig. (2) shows that ratio $v_{\text{rel}}/v_K$ plotted vs the instantaneous radial particle position. For all radial positions reached by the particle the local mean of this velocity ratio is indeed on the order of the total mean eccentricity. A qualitatively similar behavior is observed in simulations with different grain sizes, for different forms of the electromagnetic equilibrium potential, or, if particle sinks, plasma drag, and the gravity of the moons are included in the simulation.

With Eqs. (18) and (19), the particle creation at Enceladus caused by 0.65 $\mu$m E ring projectiles ($m_{\text{imp}} = 2.3 \times 10^{-13}$ kg) with a yield $Y = 25.3$ according to Eq. (3) is found to be

$$N_{\text{ERP}}(> s, r_E) = 1.2 \times 10^{14} \left( \frac{s}{1 \mu m} \right)^{-7} \text{ (s}^{-1}).$$

The fraction of ejected particles

$$N_{\text{ERP}}^{+}(> v_{\text{esc}}^{(E)}, > s, r_E)$$

$$= \begin{cases} 1.5 \times 10^{13} \left( \frac{s}{1 \mu m} \right)^{-7} \text{ (s}^{-1}) & \text{for } \beta = 2, \\ 3.3 \times 10^{13} \left( \frac{s}{1 \mu m} \right)^{-7} \text{ (s}^{-1}) & \text{for } \beta = 3 \end{cases}$$

can escape Enceladus’ vicinity (Eq. (9) for $v_0(\beta = 2) = 26.5 \text{ms}^{-1}$ and $v_0(\beta = 3) = 109.0 \text{ms}^{-1}$) and support the E ring. Varying the radius of the impacting E ring projectiles for $s \in [0.5; 1.0; 2.0] \mu m$ and the mean eccentricity between $(e) \in [0.25; 0.5]$ did result in changes of $N_{\text{ERP}}$ of one order of magnitude or more. For instance, a power law distribution in the range $s \in [0.3 \cdots 3] \mu m$ (Nicholson et al., 1996; Juhász and Horányi, 2002) gives larger rates, whereas a narrow distribution around $s \approx 1 \pm 0.3 \mu m$ (Showalter et al., 1991) reduces it by an order of magnitude. Similar to Eq. (17) the dust production rate for the ERP at different E ring moons may be written as

$$\frac{N_{\text{ERP}}^{+}(> v_{\text{esc}}^{(E)}, > s, r_M)}{N_{\text{ERP}}^{+}(> v_{\text{esc}}^{(E)}, > s, r_E)} = \left( \frac{m_{\text{imp}}(r_M)}{m_{\text{imp}}(r_E)} \right)^{\beta-1} \left( \frac{v_0^{(M)}}{v_0^{(E)}} \right) \left( \frac{v_{\text{esc}}^{(M)}}{v_{\text{esc}}^{(E)}} \right) \frac{R_M^2}{R_E^2} \frac{Y_M}{Y_E}. \quad (22)$$

3. Results and discussion

In the following we will use the CDA/HRD measurements performed during the Cassini–Enceladus flyby E11 on July 14, 2005 in order to estimate the different contributions of impactor-ejecta created dust at various satellites embedded in the E ring. In the subsequent subsections, we will

1. briefly summarize the approach applied by Spahn et al. (2006) for the Enceladus flyby;
2. compare the observational results with the impactor-ejecta rates;
3. apply the impactor-ejecta model concerning ERPs and IDPs to all satellites embedded in the E ring and discuss the consequences.
3.1. Dust production rates at Enceladus from Cassini-HRD measurements

The left panel of Fig. 3 shows contours of particle density in Enceladus' vicinity simulated for isotropic ejection of grains from Enceladus' surface. The dynamics of freshly ejected grains have been tracked until they meet one of the E ring sinks. The phase-space variables have then been stored equidistantly in time mimicking a steady single particle distribution. In this way the E ring background has been modeled where in Fig. 3 only particles with radii $s > 2 \mu m$ have been counted, in accordance with the HRD threshold. Superposing the freshly ejected fluxes with those of the E ring background we have calculated the dust impact rates expected at the HRD along the Cassini trajectory (E11) as a function of time. It turned out, that the dust launched by the impactor-ejecta process causes impact rates at the dust detector which are symmetric with respect to the time of the closest approach (C/A), independently of the type of the projectile family. Thus, the dust impact rate at the CDA/HRD is expected to peak at C/A. This result of the modeling has then been compared to the HRD data (diamonds). This flyby has provided a particularly good chance to identify the location of dust sources at the satellites' surface since the spacecraft pierced deeply through the Hill sphere of Enceladus.

Surprisingly, the dust impact-rate at the HRD has shown a maximum almost a minute before the C/A contradicting our expectations based upon impact-created dust cloud. An efficient dust source at the south pole of Enceladus offers a solution of this inconsistency (Brown et al., 2006; Hansen et al., 2006; Jones et al., 2006; Spahn et al., 2006). Our fit to the data has yielded the following absolute dust ejection rates:

$$N_{\text{south}}^{+}(s > s_{\text{esc}}, > 2 \mu m, r_E) \approx 5 \times 10^{12} \, \text{s}^{-1}$$ (23)

for the south-pole source and

$$N_{\text{impact}}^{+}(s > s_{\text{esc}}, > 2 \mu m, r_E) < 1 \times 10^{12} \, \text{s}^{-1}$$ (24)

for the impact-generated dust. The latter number is to be compared to the ejecta rates (16) and (21), applying a correction factor of $2^{-0.7} \approx 0.2$ accounting for larger grains ($s > 2 \mu m$) detectable with the HRD.

3.2. Comparison of the measured and predicted rates at Enceladus

Firstly, the number (24) accounts for both kinds of projectiles, IDPs and ERPs, creating dust by their impacts, i.e. it is a superposition of both contributions

$$N_{\text{impact}}^{+} = N_{\text{ERP}}^{+} + N_{\text{IDP}}^{+}. \quad (25)$$

However, which of both contributions, $N_{\text{ERP}}^{+}$ or $N_{\text{IDP}}^{+}$, dominates the dust generated by impactors cannot be judged from the single flyby E11 of Cassini at Enceladus. Our estimates (16) and (21) indicate that the dust production caused by the IDPs is less efficient by a factor of $10^{-2}$ mainly due to the very large E ring flux compared to the IDPs. ERPs seem to dominate the creation of E ring grains near Enceladus, of course, in addition to the most efficient source at the south pole.

The questions remain: is there a possibility to discriminate between contributions ejected by the ERPs and the IDPs? And, can parameters characterizing the impactor-ejecta model be gauged using the HRD result obtained during the E11 flyby?
In order to compare the model and the measured HRD rates, we recall the dust production numbers (16) and (21) at Enceladus for grains larger than $s = 2 \mu m$

$$N_{\text{IDP}}^+ (> v_{\text{esc}}^+, > 2 \mu m) \approx \begin{cases} 9.2 \times 10^9 \text{ (s}^{-1}) & \text{for } \beta = 2, \\ 1.5 \times 10^{10} \text{ (s}^{-1}) & \text{for } \beta = 3, \end{cases}$$

(26)

$$N_{\text{ERP}}^+ (> v_{\text{esc}}^+, > 2 \mu m) \approx \begin{cases} 2.8 \times 10^{12} \text{ (s}^{-1}) & \text{for } \beta = 2, \\ 6.2 \times 10^{12} \text{ (s}^{-1}) & \text{for } \beta = 3. \end{cases}$$

(27)

### 3.3. Dust production rates at different moons

A comparison of the dust production rates $N_{\text{IDP}}^+$ and $N_{\text{ERP}}^+$ at the E ring moons from Mimas to Rhea (physical properties are given in Table 1) is presented in the Table 2. Values are based on Eq. (16) and (17) for the IDPs and Eqs. (21) and (22) for the ERPs. Values marked with (*) are normalized to the corresponding value at Enceladus.

There is a clear difference in the dust production rates between the two projectile families—ERPs and IDPs. Whereas the ejecta created by the ERPs are only significant at Enceladus and perhaps at Tethys, the other satellites do

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satellite</th>
<th>$r/R_s$</th>
<th>$M$ (10$^{28}$ kg)</th>
<th>$R$ (km)</th>
<th>$v_{\text{esc}}$ (ms$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mimas</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>198.8</td>
<td>127.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enceladus</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>252.3</td>
<td>204.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tethys</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>536.3</td>
<td>433.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dione</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>563.0</td>
<td>462.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhea</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>765.5</td>
<td>591.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$v_{\text{esc}}$ is the three-body escape velocity according to Eq. (8).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satellite</th>
<th>$r/R_s$</th>
<th>$M$ (10$^{28}$ kg)</th>
<th>$R$ (km)</th>
<th>$v_{\text{esc}}$ (ms$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mimas</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>198.8</td>
<td>127.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enceladus</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>252.3</td>
<td>204.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tethys</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>536.3</td>
<td>433.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dione</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>563.0</td>
<td>462.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhea</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>765.5</td>
<td>591.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notes

(1) 33 25 19 14 10

(2) 18,000 15,000 12,000 9,800 7,500

(3) 1.4 1.0 3.0 3.1

(4) 3.9 3.6 12.0 8.7 10.0

(5) 0.69 19.0 3.4 0.47 0.033

(6) 106 109 112 116 121

(7) 2.6 2.7 2.8 3.0 3.1

(8) 0.08 1.0 0.2 0.01 0.0005

(*) denotes values normalized to respective Enceladus' values.
practically not contribute to the E ring dust. In the E ring outskirts the IDPs dust contribution is comparable and even exceeds the ERP production. However, one has to remember that the total share of dust creation beyond Dione is less than 1% and that the majority of the dust comes from Enceladus and Tethys. Nevertheless, even such a small dust supply in the outer E ring, driven to great extent by IDPs, might help to understand the large radial extent of the E ring.

These relatively large differences in the dust production efficiency caused by ERPs at the other moons in the E ring furnish an opportunity to discriminate between the two impactor classes. To this aim, further close Cassini flybys of the satellites embedded in the E ring, including Enceladus, are necessary. Especially, more flybys of Enceladus would be beneficial in order to study the nature of the south-pole source as well as the dust production caused by the “classical” impactor-ejecta mechanism.

In Table 2 we list the total mass production rate $M^\ast(v > v_{esc})$ for IDPs and ERPs. The combined $M^\ast(v > v_{esc})$ for IDPs is $\sim 0.1$ kg s$^{-1}$, while for ERPs it is $\sim 10$ kg s$^{-1}$. Based on the analysis of Voyager data, Juha´sz and Horányi (2002) give an estimate of $\sim$kg s$^{-1}$ required to fit the observations for grain sizes of $s \in [0.1, 2.2] \mu$m. Calculating $M^\ast(s \in [s_1, s_2]) = ((s_2/s_{max})^{2.7} - (s_1/s_{max})^{2.7})M^\ast_s \approx 0.1M^\ast_s$ gives $\sim 2$ kg s$^{-1}$ for ERPs which is consistent with Voyager data.

It is interesting to emphasize that Tethys obviously serves as the second efficient dust source of the E ring (see Table 2) supporting the Earth-based observations with the W. M. Keck telescope by de Pater et al. (2004) during the ring plane crossing of the Earth in summer 1995.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we have investigated the role of the impactor-ejecta process for the dust production at satellites embedded in the E ring of Saturn. The study is based on the dust measurements during Cassini’s Enceladus flyby E11 which have tightly constrained the rates of dust production by a source near the moon’s south pole, as well as by hypervelocity impacts (Spahn et al., 2006). The latter rate has been compared to models describing the impactor-ejecta process driven by two impactor families: the E ring particles (ERPs) themselves and interplanetary dust projectiles (IDPs). In particular, the yield $Y$ and the flux $g_{IDP}^{imp}$ specified in Krivov et al. (2003) are found to be consistent with the E11 data. Further, the impactor-ejecta model has been applied to both impactor families hitting other satellites embedded in the E ring. Significant differences have been obtained for the dust production efficiencies at these moons, as summarized in Tables 1 and 2. The inner region of the E ring (from Mimas to Tethys), where the highest densities are observed, is sustained by Enceladus’ south-pole dust source and by ejecta due to ERP, in approximately 5:1 ratio. The dust production by IDPs is by a factor of 100 less efficient than that by the ERPs. Further out, the dust production efficiency by ERPs reduces, while the IDPs produce a comparable amount of dust at all E ring moons. For instance, at Dione the production rates caused by ERPs and IDPs become close. At Rhea the dust production caused by ERPs is reduced by three orders of magnitude compared to that at Enceladus. This means that at Rhea about 10 times more dust can be expected to be produced by IDPs than by ERPs. Thus, it seems likely that both impactor classes play their role in sustaining the E ring. The IDP contribution dominates the particle production in the outer E ring, possibly explaining the large radial extent of the ring, whereas ERP impacts (and the Enceladus south-pole source, of course) play crucial role in the inner region.

The differences in the predicted dust production rates due to IDPs and ERPs at various moon locations can be verified in future flybys of the Cassini spacecraft with E ring satellites.
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